
Halloween Workout

Below are 4 spooky exercises to
try at home with your dog

 to help you both work off some
Halloween treats!



1 leg DEAD-lift + Shake a Paw

1. Stand with your feet together and ask your dog to sit in front of you
2. Plant your working foot into the ground with a slight bend in that

knee while squeezing that respective glute (bumcheek)
3. Maintain a flat back and begin to slowly hinge at the hips while

kicking the unloaded leg back behind you
4. Continue to bend the working-side knee while pushing your bum

back until your hand reaches your dog then ask them to "shake a
paw"

5. Return to standing by pushing your glutes forward and bringing
your back-leg to the floor

6. Switch legs and encourage your dog to switch paws too!

https://www.sitstaysquat.ca/


SPIDER Pushup + Crawl Under

1. Start in a plank position with your hands slightly wider than
shoulder-width apart and your dog at your side

2. Bend your elbows as you begin lowering your body towards the
floor.

3. Pick up 1 leg and bring that knee towards your elbow on the same
side, as your chest hovers about an inch or two off the floor.

4. Reverse the movement by simultaneously extending your elbows to
press back up into a plank position while returning your feet
together.

5. Once in a plank position, use a treat to lure your dog underneath
you each way

6. Repeat on the other side!



MONSTER Walk + Name Recognition

1. Place 1 circle band around both ankles
2. Have your feet hip-width apart with tension on the band and your

toes pointing forward
3. Maintain a slight bend in your knees
4. Begin slowly stepping forward with control, lifting up each foot

without swinging your legs or arms



5. Say your dogs name - ("Missy") and once they look at you, give
them a treat!

6. Continue monster walking forward, backwards or sideways while
every few steps repeating the "Name Recognition" game above

The idea behind the "Name Recognition" exercise is to teach our dogs
that when we say their name something wonderful (or delicious!) is

about to happen, reinforcing that they should listen when we call their
name.



BOOty Bridge + Jump Over

1. Lie face up on the floor with your knees bent and feet flat on the
ground.

2. Squeeze your glutes and lift your hips off the ground until your
knees, hips and shoulders form a straight line. Keep your abs
drawn in while squeezing your glutes the entire time to ensure that
you don't overextend your back during the exercise.

3. Lure your dog to jump over, or crawl underneath you.
4. Bring your bum back down to the mat and repeat!



Recommended Workout Routine:

1 leg DEAD-lift + Shake a Paw:
3 sets of 5-10 reps on each side

 SPIDER Pushup + Crawl Under:
3 sets of ~5 reps on each side

MONSTER Walk + Name Recognition:
3x length of room

BOOty Bridge + Jump over:
3 sets of 5-15 reps

Let us know if you and your dog tried this spooky workout by tagging us

on Facebook or Instagram!

@SitStaySquat

#SitStaySquat
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